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It’s been a busy few weeks for London-based Foot Patrol. After opening their newest retail location in
Paris, they’ve now teamed up with asics femme pas cher for a special take on a well-known sneaker: the
ASICS GEL-Saga. The legendary running silhouette—first released in 1991—originally drew its design
inspiration from the mech characters featured in the classic anime series Gundam Wing.This
heratage-inspired collaboration is drawing from that original vision even further, dressing the shoe in a
combination of white, grey, blue, and just a touch of pink-just like a Gundam mobile suit’s color scheme.
The shoe utilizes white mesh underlays and light grey suede overlays as a base, while the main accents
arrive via pearlecent blue and silver patent leather detailing on the iconic tiger stripe. Co-branded
accents arrive on the medial heel counter and throat, a medium grey tongue and heel collar add a pinch
of dark contrast, and the shoe is completed with pink lace tips boasting a mech-style model number.
Above you will get another look at the latest collab release between Patta and asics tiger homme, the
Patta x Asics Gel Lyte. The collab has the Gel Lyte dressed in a Grey, Honey Ginger and Dark Purple
color scheme. The shoe is constructed out of premium nubuck, suede and mesh combination while also
coming with features such as the co-branded tongue and graphic detailing on the insole, perforation hits
on the toe, a total of three different tonal lace options, and the Patta lace dubrae done in Rose Gold. In
addition, every pair comes with a custom Asics x Patta hangtag to complete the collaborative look and
feel of the shoe.
Rocking autumn vibes from head to toe, today we provide you with new images and release info on the
upcoming asics outlet france.This latest collab between the two comes dressed in a Grey, Honey Ginger
and Dark Purple color scheme. Constructed out of nubuck, suede and mesh, the shoe comes with
features such as the co-branded tongue and graphic detailing on the insole, perforation hits on the toe,
and the Patta lace dubrae in Rose Gold. Every pair comes with a custom Asics x Patta hangtag and
additional sets of Pink and Ginger Honey laces.
Having dropped overseas just last month, the asics femme pas cher has now made its way
stateside.Inspired by the Yokosuka jacket, a popular souvenir among American military in Japan, the
BEAMS x mita sneakers x Asics Gel Lyte 3 Souvenir Jacket is made of navy pigskin nubuck and velour
on the upper, while the heel features an embroidered dragon patch and ‘Japan’ is embroidered on the
side in original script. The outer sole is also inspired by the dragon and features an original graphic.
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